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Sum m ary
This thesis consists of two independent chapters. Both present results in the field of 
dynamical systems.
In the first chapter we study abstract adding machines and their occurrence in uni- 
modal maps of the interval. For unimodal maps with no aperiodic homtervals we character­
ize completely when adding machines occur. We also discuss their importance in relation to 
the boundary of positive topological entropy for two-parameter families of diffeomorphisms 
of the disc.
In the second chapter we prove existence of a distinguished set of geodesics on ori- 
entable Riemannian surfaces with geodesic boundary and negative Euler characteristic. 
This result allows us to construct a semi-equivalence between a subset of the unit tangent 
bundle of the surface with the arbitrary Riemannian metric and the unit tangent bundle 
given by the standard hyperbolic metric on this surface. The result is analogous to one of 
Morse [Ml] for surfaces without boundary. We give a new proof of Morse’s result using a 
method similar to the proof of our new result.
2
1. Adding machines in unimodal maps and maps of the disc
1-1. Introduction
In this chapter we study adding machines and their occurrence in unimodal maps of the 
interval I  =  [—1,1] C R and discuss briefly their occurrence in diffeomorphisms of the open 
unit disc D  C R2. An adding machine is a minimal dynamical system which is topologically 
conjugate to the action given by a map on a space of sequences of integers. The map acts 
like a counter (in some of the literature adding machines are called odometers) and adds 
one to the first element of a sequence, modulo a given base, with carry to the next element 
of the sequence.
Adding machines are interesting to study for the following reason. In parametrized 
families of smooth maps the first occurrence of an adding machine seems to be linked 
strongly with the boundary in parameter space of maps with positive topological entropy. 
For example, it is known for the case of one-parameter families of unimodal maps on I  
that the boundary of positive topological entropy is given by the Feigenbaum map, where 
the closure of the orbit of the critical point is a ’base 2' adding machine. This is the first 
occurrence of an adding machine in the family of maps. Much study has been made of the 
family of diffeomorphisms of the disc D known as the Henon maps given by
Ha,b(x,y) =  (1 -  ax2 + y , - bx)
for a >  — 1 and 0 <  b <  1. For b =  0 this reduces to the one-parameter one-dimensional 
case already discussed. Based on numerical experiments (see, e.g. [E-HM] and [GT]) it is 
conjectured that maps on the boundary of topological entropy contain an ‘eventually-base- 
2’ adding machine, and that the boundary is a piecewise smooth one-manifold in parameter 
space. It should be emphasized that the adding machine itself has zero topological entropy.
In this chapter we will classify adding machines of different bases up to topological 
conjugacy. We will then go on to examine closely the occurrence of adding machines in
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one-parameter families of unimodal maps of I  and identify a sub-system we call a ‘blown- 
up adding machine’ that occurs in maps of positive topological entropy. We conclude the 
chapter by examining the occurrence of adding machines and blown-up adding machines in 
the full two-sided shift on two symbols and relate this, via a theorem of Smale and Katok 
[S], [K], to diffeomorphisms of the disc. We conjecture that the occurrence of blown-up 
adding machines in such maps characterizes positive topological entropy.
1-2. Abstract Adding Machines
In this section, we will define abstract adding machines and classify them up to topological 
conjugacy.
Definition 1 1 . A  base sequence b is a sequence of integers (6„)n>0, with hn >  2 Vn.
We will use bold face letters to denote sequences which are to be regarded as base 
sequences.
Definition 1-2. Let b he a base sequence. Denote by At, the space of sequences of 
integers
At, =  {a =  (a„ )„> 0. 0 <  a„ <  h„ Vn}
with the metric d(a, a') = 2-m ," i n:‘," * ffl" } .  We define a map c»b : Ab —* -4b as follows: Let
a € -4b, suppose a ^  (ho — l,6 j — l,b 2 — 1 , . . . ) .  Let k =  min{n : a„ ^  h„ — 1}. Then
( 0 , if n <  k,
(o b (fl))„ =  l «.i +  1. if n =  k,
l a„ if n >  k,
and define ab(l>o — l .t i  — 1 ,6 2  — 1 , . . . )  =  (0 .0 .. . . ) .  (W e will denote Ob =  ( 0 ,0 , . . . ) . }
We note that (-4b, d) is a complete compact metric space.
Lemma 1 1 .  ab : -4b —* -4b is an isometry with respect to the metric d. It is bijective 
and hence a homeomorphism.
Proof. Let a ^  a' € -4b- Suppose a„ =  a'„ for n <  k , a* ^  a'k, so d(a,a') =  2 - *. Then 
clearly (o b(a))n =  (a b(a '))H for n < k and (o b(n))*. ^  (nb(«))t , so d (a b(a),ab(a ')) =  
2~ *.
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Given a € -4b, Qb ^  Ob, define a' as
( K  -
an ~  | an —
l a„
bn — 1 if (ik — 0 for k <  n
1 if an ^  0 and a* =  0 for k <  n 
otherwise.
Then ab(a>) =  a, so a?b is surjective. Injectivity and continuity follow from the fact that 
Qb is an isometry. Since -4b is Hausdorff and compact «b  is a homeomorphism.
L em m a 1-2. Ob : -4b —» -4b is minimal.
P roof. Let a, a' € -4b, We have to show the orbit of a under Qb passes arbitrarily close 
to a'.
Fix n >  0. We introduce some notation we shall use throughout our discussion of 
adding machines. Denote
n
d „ = n  b,
1 =  0
n
A„ =  «o +  (for n >  0; .40 =  a0).
i=i
Similarly, write A'n =  a'0 +  Then
(o b n" /‘ n+'4" (« )) t = « '*  if k < n .
n terms
[To see this, first consider
«b"(P '0 ....... q,an+1,a„+2, . . . )  = o p — “ S' " i) (q^ ( 0,0 ........ 0, an+1, an+2, ...))
( V "  O.Bj.l)
■ o r  1 («u.O....... 0,a„+1, . . . )
=  (o^1 B°(a0, 0........ 0 ,an+j , . . . ) )
=  ,i’ - 1) (a0,a i ,0 ........0,
So
( a b ( a )) t = 0  if k <  n.
o
Thus
( a B „-A „(a))^ =  o if Jfc <  n. 
Applying the same argument again, we have
( Q b "  ( Q b " ~ ' 4 ” ( a ) ) ) * .  =  a 'k i f  k  <
Thus
d fa ^ n~An+A'"(a),a, 'j < 2 ~ n.
□
Corollary 1-3. 4 b  has no periodic points o f  Qb-
Proof, ,4b is infinite and Qb : 4 b  —♦ At, is minimal by Lemma 1-2. A periodic orbit is a 
finite closed invariant set. IH
Lemma 1-4. Let a 6 .4b and define T„ : 4 b  —* 4b  by
Ta(a') =  lim a£"(a')n — oo
where A n =  ao +  Y ' . t a,D,-\  as usual. (We call T„ a translation by a.) Ta is an isometric 
homeomorphism of 4 b . and o b o T„ =  T„ o a h
Proof. First we show T„ is well defined. If n >  N . then
and so a ^ n(a') and ct£N(a1) agree on the first N  terms. So the sequence a £ n(a') is Cauchy 
and hence convergent.
Ta is clearly an isometry, hence it is injective and continuous. T„ is surjective, since, 
denoting
—a =  lim Q^ 4”(Ob)
0
we have Ta o T_„ =  identity, as is easily verified.
Since Ab  is compact and Hausdorff, T„ is a homeomorphism. Finally, we note that 
Qb =  T( 1 ,0,0,...) and that
Ta o Ta>(x) =  Ta. o T„(x)
=  lim O b "+ '4"(ar)
to see that Ta o Qb =  «b 0 Ta. CH
Rem ark 1-5. Lemma 1-4 shows that, if f  : A —* A is topologically conjugate by a 
homeomorphism h to Qb : -4b —> .4b. then we may choose arbitrarily x €  A and assume 
h(x) -= Ob-
We now classify all adding machines up to topological conjugacy. It turns out that 
two adding machines are topologically conjugate if and only if their base sequences have 
the same ‘prime decomposition,’ up to ordering, in the sense described below. We prove 
this directly from the definition— another proof using spectral methods has been supplied 
by Buescu and Stewart [BS].
Definition 1-3. Let b be a base sequence. For each n. write b„ =  pn,i • pn,2 • ••■Pn,k„ 
where each p„,, is prime. Then the sequence
(P0,1 ,P0,2 . • • • . PO,Ar0.Pl,l> • • • iPl.ki , • • • 'P‘2.1 , • • • • • •)
is a prime decomposition of b.
Proposition 1-6. Let p be a prime decomposition o f  b. Then there is a homeomorphism 
h : Ab  —* A p such that h o Qb =  o p o h. (We write this as b ~  p.j
Proof. Denote A%, =  {«b'(0t>) : m — 0} • «^b *s the set of sequences a €  .4b satisfying 
a„ =  0 for n >  r, for some r, and is dense in .4b by Lemma 1-2. Define h : <4£ —* A p by 
/i(Db'(0b)) =  Qp(Op). h is continuous and injective on .4^ and has image A°p. We show h 
is uniformly continuous on .4^-
Since p is a prime decomposition of b. there are integers n* such that =  Dk for 
each k. Given n >  0, there is an >  n. Suppose a, a' € A^,- and <lb(«. <1' ) <  2“ . Then
a, =  a' for 0 <  i <  k. Writing a =  a^'tOb) and a' =  a£‘ (Ob), it follows that m =  m' 
(mod Bk)- But now h(a) =  a™(0 p), h(a') =  a " ' (0 P) with m =  m' (mod P„k), so
(h(a))i =  (h(a'))i for 0 <  t <  nk-
So dp (h(a), h(a')) <  2 n<r <  2~'\ Hence h is a uniformly continuous map from A £ to A p. 
So h extends continuously to all of .4b •
We will now show that h is surjective. Let y € A p. Pick t/(n) € A p with j /"*  —+ y. 
There exist unique x*n) € ,4^ with /i(x('1*) =  y ("K Suppose =  o™ "(0p), so x**d =  
Q^'lOb). If n is suitably large, then y\n) =  y, for 0 <  i <  nt, i.e., for n suitably large, 
the sequence (mn mod P„k) is constant. But P,n =  Bk, so (m„ mod Bk) is eventually 
constant. Hence x*"* is convergent in .4b- and It (lim „_oc x 'n’ ) =  y.
Now we show h is injective on all of ,4b- Suppose li(a) =  h(a'). Pick sequences 
a(n),a(n)< e ^40 with a(„) _  a a(n)< a< Xhen /, («(»)) — h(a) and h (a(n)') — h(a') =  
h(a). Let a(n) =  a £ "(O b ),a (B)' =  «^"(O b)- Then/) (a(n)) =  q ”' " ( 0 p), h (a(" )') =  a p " ( 0 p) 
and for n suitably large,
h (a(n)) =  /) for 0 <  1 <  P„k,
so m„ =  m'„ (mod Bk). Hence for n suitably large, a\n) =  a\"]' for 0 <  » <  k, and so 
a =  a'.
Hence h is a continuous Injection on ,4b: since Ah is compact and _4p is Hausdorff, h 
is a homeomorphism. By construction we have that h o ob =  o p o h, and so b ~  p.
Proposition 1-7. Let p .q  be prime base sequences (i.e., base sequences witlipi,qi prime 
for each i). Then p ~  cj if and only if there is a Injection <7 : N —► N such that p„(,) — q, 
for all i. (W e say p is a reordering of q.J
Proof. Suppose p is a reordering of q. Define A p.A ° as before, and let h : A p —* A ° 
be a bijection as in the proof of Proposition 1-G. Now li is uniformly continuous, since, 
setting iik =  max{<r(t) : 0 <  i <  /•}, if n, o' 6  .4° have a, =  a' for 0 <  1 <  n*, then 
(h(a))t =  ( for 0 <  i <  k. So h extends continuously to a map h : A p —► Aq.
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The proof that h is bijective, and hence a homeomorphism, is essentially the same as in 
Proposition 1-6.
Now suppose p ~  q. Let h : A p —* -4q be the appropriate homeomorphism; by Remark 
1-5, we may assume /i(0p ) =  0q. Given k >  0. there is an n* >  0 such that if a € A p with 
a, =  0 for 0 <  i <  iik then (h(a))l =  0 for 0 <  i <  k. In particular,
(li (a p "‘  (0P) ) )  =  0 for 0 <  i <  k.
But then
(a q" ‘  (/»(Op))) =  0 for 0 <  i <  Jfc,
i.e.,
( Qq" ‘ (0q)) =  0 for 0 <  i <  k.
So P„k is a multiple of Q i . Hence the primes </o, • • •, (Jk occur in po, ■ • ■,Pnk ■ Similarly, 
there is an m* such that {p0, . . .  ,Pk) C {<ju,. . . ,  q,„k }. Hence p is a reordering of q.
1-3. Kneading Theory for Unim odal M aps o f the Interval
This section contains a brief summary of known material which we shall require for our 
section on adding machines in unimodal maps of the interval. For a full treatment of this 
material, see [CE] or [MT],
Definition 1-4. Let f  : I  —* I  where I is the interval [—1,1] C R- W e say that f  is 
unimodal if
(i) f  is continuous,
(ii) / ( 0 ) =  1 , and
(iii) f  is strictly decreasing on [0 , 1 ] and strictly increasing on [—1 , 0].
Given a unimodal map / .  we are interested in what happens to points under iteration 
of / .  The method we use is to consider the itinerary of each point, as follows.
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Definition 1-5. Given a unimodal map f  : I  —* I, for each x € 7 we define the itinerary 
of .r, I(x), to be a string (either finite or infinite) of the symbols R , L , C  as follows:
(ii) Suppose f k(x) =  0 and f } (x) ^  0 for 0 <  j  <  k. Then I(x) is a finite string 
Io(x). . .  Ik(x) given by
for j  <  k.
Thus I(x) is either an infinite string of R's and L's, or a finite string of R ’s and L ’s, 
followed by C .
If I  =  Iq . . .  I n is a finite string of R's, L's and C's, and J any string of such symbols,
define the shift map o on itineraries by o(IqI\ . . .) =  [I\ . . .) and a(C) =  / ( l ) .  Note that 
cr(I(x)) =  I(f(x)).  If A is a string of R's, L's and C's we will say A is an admissible string
followed by C. For any x, the itinerary I(x) is an admissible string. We will now define 
an ordering on admissible strings. This will be done in such a way as to ensure that the 
map x b-t I(x) is order preserving. First we will need to distinguish between odd and even 
strings of symbols.
Definition 1-6. Let .4 be a finite string of the symbols R.L and C. We say that A is 
even (odd) if the number of R's in .4 is even (odd).
Definition 1-7. We now define an ordering ~< on admissible strings. Let A ,B be admis­
sible strings, A =£ B. We order the individual symbols L -< C  -< R. Suppose .4, =  B, for 
i <  n and A„ ^  B n. Then .4 -< B if either
(i) Suppose f j ( x )  ^  0 for all j  >  0. Then I(x) is an infinite string of R 's and L ’s given 
by
we will write IJ  for the concatenation of I  and .7. 7.7 =  7o ■ • • InJoJ\ ■... We write / "  
for the n-fold concatenation of 7 with itself, and 7°° for the infinite string I I . . . .  We
if either -4 is an infinite string of R’s and L’s, or if .4 is a finite string of R's and L ’s,
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(i) Ao . . .  A „ - 1  is even and A„ ~< B„, or
(ii) A0 ■ ■■ -4„_, is odd and B n -< .4„.
The relation -< is a complete ordering, and we have the following:
Proposition 1-8. If f  is unimodal then the following holds:
I(x) -< I(y) =► x <  ij => I(x)  X I(y).
Proof. See [CE], Lemma II.1.2 and II.1.3. O
We will now define maximal sequences and »-products, which will play a very impor­
tant role in our discussion of adding machines.
Definition 1-8. An admissible string .4 is maximal if <rk(A) -< A for k =  1 ,2 ,__ ,n  if
A =  Ao ■.. A„ and for k =  1 ,2 , . . .  if A is infinite.
Note that every maximal sequence, with the exceptions of L°° and 7?°° start with the 
symbols R L . . . .
Definition 1-9. Let .4 be a finite string of R's and L's, and let B be an admissible 
sequence. Denote R  =  L.L  =  7?. lie  define
.450-477, . if .4 is even and B is infinite,
-4770.477, . ...47?„_ r AC if A is even and B =  Bo ■ ■ ■ 77„_,C is finite
-4770.477i . if .4 is odd and B is infinite
.477o-477, . ...477„_ ,.4C if .4 is odd and B is finite
We also define A *  B  for B a finite string of R's and L's, by (A * B)C  =  .4 * (BC).
Suppose -4,7? and D are finite strings of 7?'s and L's. Then if the length of the string .4, 
|.4| =  a — 1 and |7?| =  b— 1 we have |.4 * B\ =  ah — 1. Also we have .4 * (77 * D) — (.4 * 77) * D. 
Now if A*1* is a finite string of R's and L's for each i € N, with |.4(,)| =  b, — 1 then for n >  N  
the product A(0) * A ( * . . .  *.4(n) *( 7?°°) agrees with the product .4^0)*.4(1* * ., . *.4(yv**(7?°°) 
for the first n flo  ~   ^ terms. Hence we can define infinite »-products, which we write
.Y =  *  .4(” .i=u
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Theorem  1-9. (See [CE] Corollary II. 2.4.) If A C  and B are maximal admissible strings, 
then A  * B is maximal.
Theorem  1T 0 . (See [CE] Theorem II.2.5.) If AC  is a maximal admissible string, then
the map *4* : B A * B from the set of maximal admissible sequences to itself preserves 
the ordering -< .
We now relate the discussion of itineraries to discussion of orbits of points. Denote 
by K f  the kneading invariant of / ,  K j  = /(  1), and by I e ( x ) the extended itinerary of x,
( I(x)  if I(x) infinite,
I e (x ) =  \ I (x)Kf  if I(x) finite and K f  infinite,
[ I (x )(K f)°°  if I{.r) and K j  are both finite.
Proposition 1-11. (See [CE] Lemma II.3.1.) I e (x ) is eventually periodic (i.e., o k(lE(x)) 
is periodic for large enough k) if and only if f ] (x ) converges towards a periodic orbit.
The next theorem is very strong: it says that every ‘reasonable’ admissible string 
appears as the itinerary of some point a’. By ‘reasonable’ we mean the string is dominated 
by the kneading sequence, as follows.
Definition 1-10. An admissible string is dominated by K f if. for all k >  0,
(i) ak(A) -< K f  if K f  is infinite,
(ii) <rk(A) -< (BL)°° i t K f  =  B C  with B even,
(Hi) crk(A) -< (BR)°° if K f  =  B C  with B odd.
We write this as .4 <C K f .
Theorem  1T 2. (See [CE] Theorem II.3.8.) Suppose f  is unimoclal and that A is an 
admissible string with
I ( - l )  1  A <  K f .
Then there is x € [—1,1] with I(x ) =  .4.
There is an analogous theorem for one-parameter families of unimodal maps.
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Theorem  1 1 3 . (See [CE] Theorem III.1.1.) Suppose f,,, 0 <  p <  1 is a family of C1 
unimodal maps, continuous with respect to the C1 topology. Write K(p) =  I\’.f . Suppose 
A is a maximal string with A'(0) -< .4 -< A"(1). Then there is a p 6 [0,1] with K(p)  =- A.
We conclude this section with two new results, both lemmas about infinite »-products 
which we shall need in our discussion about adding machines.
Lem m a 1-14. For each i € N, let .4*'1 be a finite string of R ’s and L ’s, with AS^C 
maximal, and let
X  =  * A™.i = 0
Then X  is aperiodic.
Proof. First we will show that each ‘tail’ .4(/V) * .4* A'+1) * ■ ■ ■ begins R L . . . .  Note that 
-4(V 1 * .4* ‘V+1 * * ■ • • is infinite and maximal. Since .4qN 1 =  R for each N,
“  -4(‘ ) ±  L°°i=N
for each N.  Now if |.4(,)| >  1 we have .4<, ') =  L. Suppose A'~N) * A^N+1) * . . .  =  Then 
we must have |A<;V)| =  1. But then
R°° =  * A 1« =  R * (  ~  .4“ ^  .i= N  \ i= N  + i )
But this gives A qN+i> =  L. and then .4(^ +1)C is not maximal. Hence
*  -4(,) ?£ R * .
,=N
Hence * A^N+1  ^* • • • =  R L , ...
Now suppose X  is periodic with period n. Write n =  oq +  a ,B ,_j where D, —
n '= o (l^ U)l +  1) and 0 <  n, <  B ,/  B, -\.  We will show that each «, =  0. Now
X  =  .4(0,Po-4<0|Pi . . .
with P0 7^  Pi • Suppose «o ^  0 . Then
g " V =  4<0) 4(0) . . .4 ‘ “L2A .4 (,,)P,
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for some k. But a " X  =  X ,  in particular, A’(,0_j =  (cr"A')(,0_i gives Po =  -4„°0Li and 
A'260-1 =  (o’" A ’)26o- i  gives Pi =  Hence Po =  Pi, a contradiction. Thus a0 =  0.
Now we proceed by induction. Suppose a, =  0 for i <  k. Then n — Yll^k+i ■
Suppose a/t+i ^  0. Then
X  =  (.4(0) *(.4(1) * . . .  .4u + 1 ,)Po(.4(0) * . . .  .4(fc+1))Pi . . . )  
for some P with Po ^  P\ and
° nX  =((-4<°> * • • • * A < * > *  • • • * . . .
(J4(0) * • • • * .4a-) ) - 4 ^ i1i 2(.4(0) * • • • * ,4(t))P,
(¿0 »  4<‘ + i))p J+i _
for some /. Now Arflt+1_i =  (ffnX ) Bk+l- i  gives P0 =  (.4(0) * . . .  -4(*+1))(fct+i_ 0ik+i_ 1)Bik_ 1 
and A 2b*+i - 1  =  (a nA )2B*+1- i  gives Pj =  (-4<0) * . . .  .4(*+ 1 ,)(6t+1_ at+1_ 1)B4- i  contradict­
ing Po Pi. Hence cik+i — 0. Thus by induction n =  0 and X  is aperiodic. O
Lemma 1-15. For each i € N, let .4(,) be a finite string of R ’s and L ’s with A ^ C  
maximal for each i. Let
X  =  * .4(,)
1=0
andsuppose that <jm (A") and a " ( X ) agree ou terms 0........Pi —1. Then n =  m (mod P/t_ 1 ).
Proof. Suppose A m+, — A'„+, for 0 <  * <  P ; — 1. Write m =  aBk +  pB k-i +  r, n =  
a'Bk +  qBk-i  +  s where 0 <  p, q <  />*• — 1 and 0 <  r, s <  Bk - 1 — 1. We will show r — s, 
hence that m =  n (mod Bk-\). Write
X  =  P * Q.
where
P =  .4(0)* . . . * . 4 U- 1)
and
Q =  * .4«'».i=k
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Note that PC  and Q are maximal and that |P| =  Z?*_i — 1. Denote a'(Yo . . .  Yn) =  
Y\ .. . Y„Yq. Suppose $ ^  r, without loss of generality s >  r, and consider
_  a 'B k - p B k - i - r
A(a+l)Bjt • • • A  (a +  1 )Bk +  p B k- 1 +  r— 1 A  a B k + p B k - i  +  r • • • A  aBfc +  (6/t — 1) B k- i  +  Bk- i  — 1
=  PQ 0P Q 1. . . P Q bk- 2P Q a+1.
Now, similarly,
u 'B k  - p B k - i - r ( A"n • • • A ri + Bk — 1 )
with the conventions that Q -i  =  Qa'+i and that any string written R,-i  is empty.
Now, comparing the two strings, we have Qu =  P ,_ r_| and Q\ =  Pa_ r_ i , and so Qo — Q\. 
But Q is maximal, infinite and. by lemma 114. aperiodic, so we must have Qo — R and
1-4. Adding Machines in U nim odal M aps o f  the Interval
Throughout this section, /  will denote a unimodal map from the closed interval /  C R to 
itself, with critical point c. We say A C /  is an embedded adding machine if there exists 
a base sequence b and a homeomorphism h : A —» At, such that h o / 1 =  at, o h.
We will show that A is an embedded adding machine only if c € A and the kneading 
invariant of /  (that is, the itinerary of /(c )) is a non-periodic infinite »-product. For maps 
/  which have at most one point with any given itinerary, 'only if’ becomes ‘if and only
Q i =  L. Hence we have s =  r. □
if.’
Proposition 1-16. Let A € /  be an embedded adding machine. Then c € A.
Proof. Suppose not. Since A is compact, A is bounded away from c and h 1 is uniformly 
continuous. Let
0 <  e <  inf |.r — c|.
■r € A
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Then there exists n such that, V x ,y  € A, if h(x) and h(y) agree on the first n terms, then 
\x — y\ <  e, i.e., a; and y lie on the same side of c. Let x0 =  sup A, X  be its itinerary 
which is an infinite string of R's and L's. Fix r >  0. Let x =  f r(x0 ), y =  f r+a"(xo). Then 
h(y) =  (t®"(h(x)) so h(x) and h(y) agree on the first n terms. So x and y lie on the same 
side of c. So, for r > 0, A'r =  X r+B„- So X  is periodic, and hence by Proposition 1-11 
the orbit of x0 converges on a periodic orbit. Since A is closed and invariant, A contains 
a periodic orbit, which contradicts Corollary T3. Cl
Theorem 1-17. Let A be an embedded adding machine, let Xo — sup A =  /(c ), and let
X  be the itinerary of xo. Then there exists a base sequence c for A and, for each i >  0, a
Unite string of R ’s and L's, A*'*, such that
X  =  ~  ,4(‘ >,
i = 0
|-T(1 > +  1| =  a  and A (,)C is maximal.
Proof. Let h : A —► Ah be a homeomorphism. By Remark T5, we may assume that
h(xo) =  Ob, so h(c) =  (h0 — l,&i — 1 ,. . .) .  Denote
[ao, a j, . . . ,  a*,] — {a' € Ah : «i =  «; for 0 <  i <  Ic}.
Let Ao =  A \ /i - 1 [6o — 1], and, for k >  0, let
Ak =  h_1 ([fc0 -  l,6i -  1....... 6*_i -  1] \[&0 -  1........ bk -  1)).
Now Ak is closed in A, hence A* is compact; also note that c §( A*. Let
0 <  e* <  inf |a' — c|
■r€ At
and note that A-1 U(A») >s uniformly continuous. So there exist n* such that if x ,y  € Ak 
and h(x) and h(y) agree on the first »»* terms, then |.r — y\ <  e*., i.e., x and y lie the same 
side of c. We may assume nk+i >  n* for A- >  0. Let C'k =  f l „ , , c0 =  C0, c* =  Ck/Ck-i  
for k >  1. Now define the as follows. For 0 <  r < C'o — 1 and k >  0, we have that
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f r(xo) =  x and f r+kc°(xo) both lie in Ao, and h(.r) and h{y) agree on the first no terms. 
Thus for 0 < r < 6 „ o — 1, and k >  0 we have
A'r =  A'r+HCV
Let ArU) =  A r for 0 <  r <  Co — 1 =  b„0 — 1. Then A  =  .4(0) * A'*1* where
v(1) _  /  (A c0- i  A^Co-i • • •) if -4(0, even
A =  [ (A c„ - i -Yjc. - i • ■ • ) if -4(0) odd.
Now for 0 <  r <  Ci — 1. and k >  0. f c°~ 1+rC°(xo ) =  x and f c°~  1+rt?0+tci(xo) =  y both 
lie in Ai and h(x) and li(y) both agree on the first n\ terms. Thus for 0 <  r <  ci — 1, k >  0, 
we have
A co-l + rCo =  A co -l + rCo + iC, •
Thus let Ar1* =  A *1* for 0 <  r <  Cl -  1. Then
A  =  A (0 ,* .4 (1)* A (2)
for suitable A’ (2). Continuing inductively we see that
A  =  * A(,).
1 =  0
Since A  is maximal, each .4(,*C' is maximal. D
Thus any embedded adding machine in a unimodal map of the interval contains the 
critical point, and has kneading invariant given by an infinite ^-product. We will now 
complete the characterization by showing that under some extra conditions on / ,  any 
adding machine can occur on the closure of the orbit of the critical point.
A homterval is an open interval .7 C /  such that all points in J have the same itinerary. 
The condition that we require is that f  has no aperiodic homtervals. This will be assured, 
for example, if /  has negative Schwarzian derivative, see for example [CE] section II.5.
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Theorem 1-18. Let f  be a map with no aperiodic homtervals and suppose Xo =  f(c)  
has itinerary
X  =  * A(,),
1=0
where each .4*'*C is maximal. (Such maps exist by theorem 1-13.) Let b, =  +  1 and
A =  0 ( x o). Then /|a is topologically conjugate to an adding machine with base sequence
b.
Proof. We will construct a homeomorphisin h : A —► .4b, such that h o f\\ =  at, o h. 
Let A° =  { f m(xo) : m >  0}. .4^ =  {Qb(Ob) : m >  0}, which are dense subsets of A and 
.4b respectively. We define h : A° —> ,4b by /)(/'"(•i'o)) =  (Ob) for m >  0. Now A is 
continuous by Lemma 1T5 (since, for k >  0, if f ’"(xo) and ,fn(x0) are suitably close, their 
itineraries agree on the first Bk+\ terms, thus by Lemma 1-15 we have n =  m (mod Bk) 
and so d(a£'(0b),Ob(0b)) <  2~k), It is injective since, if ajJ'(Ob) =  o(|(0b), m =  n by 
Corollary 1-3, finally h(A °) =  A^. Let x € A. Take a sequence m „ such that f ' " n(x0) —+ x. 
We will show that a ^ n(Ob) is convergent in ,4b-
Suppose firstly that the itinerary of x is infinite. Then, given k >  0, there is TV €  N 
such that for n >  TV the itinerary of f ' " ” (xo) agrees with the itinerary of x for the first 
Bk+i terms. Then by Lemma ITS. if n >  N. m„ =  inx (mod B r ), so a^‘ "(0b ) agrees 
with «b w(0b) for the first k terms. Thus o£'" (Ob) is Cauchy and hence convergent in .4b.
Now suppose the itinerary of x is finite. Then x is a pre-image of the critical point c, 
and is thus a pre-image of r0; write f J(x) =  X q . Pick r with j <  j  <  B r, and write
r
B r -  j  =  Qq -f .
i=i
Now f m" +l(xo) —* f*(x)  =  x0. So if k > r, there is Nk such that for n >  TV* the itinerary 
of f Wn+J(xo) agrees with the itinerary of .r() for the first Bk+\ terms, i.e., if n >  TV* we
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have mn +  j  =  0 (mod Bk), or equivalently,
m„ =  Bk -  j  (mod B k)
=  B r -  j  +  Bk — B, (mod Bk)
r k
=  ao +  a,Bj-\ +  (bj —
i=i i=r+l
c>b " (Ob) —* («0 , « 1 , •. •, «r, &r+ 1  — 1, br + 2 — 1 .. . . )  as n —> oo. Hence h extends continuously 
to A, and by construction we have li o /|A = « b O  /¡.
To show h is bijective, let a (E Ab- Denote .4,, =  ao +5Z!=i aiBi—i. Then ( O b )  —<► a.
Let A (n) be the itinerary of f A,'(ro)- Let n > X.  Then A„  =  A n +  X ^ jv + i  atBi-i,  and 
Y(n* =  crkBN Hence A'(n) and A'<,V) agree on terms 0 , . . . ,  B n — A n — 2. Thus, for
any N, the terms Xg " 1, . . . .  A*^"j v _ 2 are eventually constant (f).
Suppose x„ is not convergent. Then there is a k• such that A’|"1 is not eventually 
constant. Suppose this is so. Then by (f), k- > B \  — .4.v — 1 for all N. Now (Bn + i — 
4/v+i — 1) — (B n — A n — 1) =  (6a'+ i — 1 — «,v+i) >  0. So the sequence of integers 
(Bn — A n — 1) is non-decreasing and bounded above by A\ hence it is eventually constant. 
So there is r such that if N  >  r, a ,%■ =  1>n  — 1. Pick the least such r. In the following we 
assume r >  0, the argument for the case r =  0 is similar.
Let n >  r. Then
A'("> =  aAn(X )  =  o A' - ' + T,'LraiBi- ' (  X ).
But
11 11
So
Jf(n) —  1+/i„-ZJr- 11 y  )
and
v  ( n) _ y
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If k >  B r- i  — -4r_ i , then
v  (")   y
A k -  - \ k - i B r - l - A r - l )
for large enough n. If 0 <  k <  B r - 1  — .4r_i — 1 then X [ n) is eventually constant by (f), 
say * =  Yk for large enough n. Thus, for large n,
y(n) _  /  1 • • • Ybt- i - A t- i- 2 L X oX \ X i  . . .
~ \  Y0Yi . . .  r Br_, - A , - , -2 BXoXt X 2 . . .
and so x„ converges to a point whose itinerary is lo K j. . .  5"sr_ 1- / i r_ l -2C'. There is only 
one such point. Hence a has a unique pre-image in A, so h is a bijection. Since A is 
compact and -4b is Hausdorff, h is a homeomorphism. □
We can use kneading theory to obtain another result :
Corollary 1 T 9 . Let / : / —> /  be unimoclal ancl let A C I  be an embedded adding 
machine with base sequence b. Then f  has periodic points corresponding to arbitrarily 
high truncations of b. that is, there is a base sequence c ~  b and periodic points for f  of 
period C „, Vn € N.
Proof. Let X  be the itinerary of the critical point,
X  =  ~  AU)
i=0
with c, =  |.4(,)| -f 1. Then by theorem 1T2 there is x„ € I  with itinerary
.4(0) * .4 (1) 4(,,) *(/?°°)
which is a periodic itinerary of period C'„. A standard argument in calculus of itineraries 
(see for example [CE]) shows there is a point y„ € I  of period C„.
Thus we see that a set A C /  under a unimodal map without homtervals is topolog­
ically conjugate to an adding machine if and only if c £ A and /( c )  has a non-periodic 
infinite »-product. If we consider a one-parameter family of Cl unimodal maps /,, ,  then an 
adding machine appears at a certain value of the parameter /«, when the kneading invariant
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K(p)  is given by the appropriate itinerary. It is natural to ask what happens to the adding 
machine as the parameter moves away from this value. Specifically, suppose the kneading 
invariant K(p )  satisfies
K(p) >- X  =  ~  .4(,)
1 = 0
where each A is a finite string of R's and L's, .4(,)C is maximal and A' is non-periodic. 
Then there is a point x £ I  which has itinerary X .  What are the dynamics of /  on the 
closure of the orbit of x? The following theorem shows that there is a semi-conjugacy 
between this set and an adding machine, where only a countable number of points have 
more than one preimage.
Theorem 1-20. Suppose f  : I  —* I  is unimodal with critical point c, contains no 
hointervals and that the itinerary
/(/•(c)) X . Y =  ~  .4(,)
1 =  0
for some .4(i), i € N with -4(,)C' maximal for each i. Then there is a point ,r0 € I  with 
itinerary X . Denoting b, =  |.4(,)| 4- 1 and A =  C?(.to) we have the following:
(i) f  |a is semi-conjugate to an adding machine of base sequence b, i.e., there is a con­
tinuous surjection h : A —> .4b with /¡(.To) =  Ob such that the following diagram
commutes: f
A - 4 -  A
I* I*
A b .4b
(ii) Given a € .4 b then h~l {a } is a single point if a is not a pre-image of Ob, and /i-1 {a} 
is a pair o f distinct points if o^'(a) =  Ob for some m >  0.
Proof. This proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 ■ IS. We construct a map h : A —♦ 
-4b. Let A° =  { / " ' ( To) : m >  0} as before. We define, as in the proof of Theorem 1T8, a 
homeomorphism li : A° —* .4^ by /» ( / '"( .r0)) =  ¡»{¿'(Ob), f °r ^  0.
Let x € A, and choose x„ 6 A°. say x„ =  f m"(x o), with x n —> x. The itinerary of 
x is infinite (since otherwise f k(x) =  c for some h, then f k+1(x ) =  f(c)  >  To- Then the
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itinerary of f k+1(x) is strictly larger than A', contradicting the maximality of X).  Then, 
given k >  0, there is Nk such that if n >  Nk. the itinerary of xn, A'*n  ^ say, agrees with the 
itinerary of x for the first Bk+i terms. Thus for n >  Nk, we have m„ =  m (mod Bk). 
Thus a^*n(0b) is convergent and h extends continuously to A. Now we will show h is 
surjective. Let a € -4b- As in Theorem 11S. if a is not a preimage of Ob, there is a unique 
point x £ A such that h(x) =  a. Suppose a is a preimage of Ob, so a„ =  bn — 1 for all 
n >  r, ar <  br — 1. We will show h~l {« }  is given by two distinct points, x L and xR.
Suppose n >  r. Let
n
A„ =  «o +  y  a,T? ,_ 1
Let
Let
and
— A r +  fljBi-l
*—r+1
n
— .4r +  'y ' (b, —
i=r+l
n
=  A r +  (B, — B , - 1)
*=r +1
=  B n - ( B r - A r).
A'„ =  B„ +  A„  =  2B„ - ( B r -  Ar).
m - \ A ' n if .4(0) * ■• • * j4(" -1) even
"  l  -4,i if .4<0) * • •• * .4<n_1) odd
R _  /  An if .4(0) * •• • * .4(,,-1) even,
"  l  K if .4<0) * • . * .4<n-1) odd.
By (f) in Theorem 1-1S, the terms 0........ B r — .4r — 2 of the itineraries of f " ‘" (x 0) and
( xq) are eventually constant, equal to VoJ’i . . .  1 'ar-.\r- 2 - Now, A' =  .4(0) * .4*** * • • • * 
■A*"-1 ) * (RL . . . ) .  So, the (B r — .4r — l ) 111 term of the itinerary of /•4"(ro) is
V . -  v , - / f l  if .4«0» *•••*.4<’*-i)
- Br-Ar-l+An ■ B„-i  if .4(0) ♦•••*.4 ' " - 1»
even,
odd.
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Similarly, the (Br — .4r — l ) th term of the itinerary of f A"(x o) is
X B r - A r - \  +  A'„
if .4(0) *•• • * A("  even, 
if .4(0) *•••*.4 « " - 1) odd.
Finally, if k >  B r — .4r — 1 and n is suitably large, the kth term of the itineraries of 
both f An(xo) and f A"(x0) is given by A'*._( B r - A r ) as in Theorem 1-18. Let x L be 
the point whose itinerary is I ’o . . .  YBr—Ar - > L X  and x R be the point whose itinerary is 
Vo . . .  Ybt- a t- i R X .  Then we have shown that /"*»  (xo) —* x L and /"* »  (xo) —» x R. Hence 
xL,x R E A and li(xL) =  h(xR) =  a. These are the only candidates for preimages of a 
under h, so the theorem is proved. IZD
We will call a set A with the dynamics described above a ‘blown-up adding machine.’ 
We remark that if a unimodal map / : / —+ /  contains a blown-up adding machine, then by 
kneading theory it contains a periodic point whose period is not a power of two. (To see 
this, note that the kneading invariant is strictly bigger than R *  R *  ■ • •; any such kneading 
invariant is bigger than some periodic itinerary whose period is not a power of two. For 
details see [CE].) It follows (see [CE] II.8.14) that /  has positive topological entropy. If /  
has no blown-up adding machines then the kneading invariant is at most R * R *  ■ • ■ and /  
is known to have zero topological entropy. Thus a unimodal map /  has positive topological 
entropy if and only if it contains a blown-up adding machine. (Note that, as we shall see in 
the next section, the dynamics of blown-up adding machines themselves carry zero entropy, 
but force positive topological entropy in the action of f  on I. We will conjecture that a 
similar result holds for maps of the 2-disc.)
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1-5. The tw o-sided shift and maps of the disc
In this section we will examine the occurrence of adding machines and an analogue to the 
blown-up adding machine in the two-sided shift on two symbols, that is, let
E =  {(a„ )„ € 2 : «11 =  0 or 1 for all n)
and let s : E —♦ E by (s(a))„ - a„+ 1 be the shift map. We will show that s : E —* E
contains no adding machines but every ‘two-sided blown up adding machine.’ The two- 
sided shift map is an interesting object of study due to the following theorem of Smale and 
Katok:
Theorem 1-21. (See [S].[K].) Let f  : D —* D be a C1+e diffeomorphism of the 2-disc 
D. Then f  has positive topological entropy if and only if there is some subset A C D on 
which some iterate / " | a : A —► A is topologically conjuga te to s : E —* E.
Thus we will see that every C,+< diffeomorphismof the disc D has invariant subsets Ab 
on which some iterate of /  acts as a 2-sided blown-up adding machine with base sequence 
b.
First we will show there are no embedded adding machines in the shift map. 
Proposition 1-22. There is no embedded adding machine A C E.
Proof. (See proposition 1 - 1G.) Suppose li : A —* ,4b is a homeomorphism with hos =  Ob° 
h. Then since «4b is compact, lt~l is uniformly continuous and so there exists n € N such 
that given any x ,y  € «4b with =  y, for 0 <  i <  n it follows that (/i-1 (x))o =  (/i 1(|/))o• 
In particular, fix any x € .4b. let y =  q ®"(;r). Then a ^ (i) , =  «{,(?/); for 0 <  i <  n and all 
r € Z, so
b '(« b (x))u =  li *(ob(j/))oi
that is,
s r/i_1(x)o =  srh~l(y)0
-  Jr+0" / l -1 (x)o,
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hence
h l(x)T =  h l ( x ) r + B „
for all r, so h(x) is periodic under s. But then x is a periodic point of ab : At, —► ,4b, 
contradicting Corollary 1-3. d
VVe will now construct, for each base sequence b, a sequence a,(b) € S such that the 
action of s on the closure of the orbit of x under s, (9(a-(b)), has the following properties: 
(i) there is a semi-conjugacy h : (9(.r(b)) —> At,, with h(x) =  Ob,
(ii) given any m € Z, the point a£*(0b) has precisely two preimages under h,
(iii) given any a € ,4b, a ^  o ^ '(Ob) for any m € Z. then a has precisely one preimage 
under h.
We call the subset C?(a,<b)) a two-sided blown-up adding machine with base sequence 
b.
We will again use the idea of infinite »-products. We define »-products on finite 
strings of 0’s and l's by identifying 0 with L and 1 with R in section 3. We will also use 
the following notation:
(4rt)„ez =  (• • • • -4o.4j.42 . . .) .
If .4 is a finite or semi-infinite string of 0’s and l ’s,
.4 =  (,4o.4j . . .  .4,,) or (.4o.4j . . . ) ,
then
.4 =  (.4„.4„_i . . .  .4o) or ( . . .  .42.4j.4o)
respectively.
Finally, for k >  2 we introduce some standard strings of length k — 1:
(i) if k is odd, let =  101*" 3;
(ii) if k =  2” for some n then let / >(*") =  1 ♦ 1 ♦ • ■ • » 1;
»-fold
(iii) if k =  2 "i  for i >  3 odd, then let P<*> =  P<2"> * P<‘).
(These are the min-max strings used in the proof of Sarkovskii’s theorem in [CE].)
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Theorem 1-23. Let b be a base sequence, ancl define the semi-infinite string of 0 ’s and
l ’s
_  * pi«.)
1=0
Now define
4 (b) =  “  p(M
t = 0
Let x*b) £ S be given by x(b) = ,4(b)l • ,4(b). Then C?(x<b)) is a two-sided blown-up adding 
machine.
Proof. First notice that
p(b 0) + pibi) + + p(b„ ) _  pi bo) + p(6i ) + + pibn)
As usual, we define /¡(s "( j^ b|)) =  cv"(0b) for n £ Z. By Lemma 1-15 and the above remark, 
h is continuous on {s " (x <b)) : n £ Z}. We extend h continuously to all of C3(x*b*) as in 
the proof of theorem ITS. By (f) in the proof of theorem ITS, and the above remark, we 
see that
( s kB"(x{b))j  = ( x lb>),
for —B n <  1 <  B„ — 1, * ^  — 1, for all k £ Z. Following the argument of theorem ITS we 
achieve the desired result. 0
Since we are dealing with two-sided sequences, the ‘ambiguity’ of a blown-up adding 
machine (that is the two-to-oneness of the map h on the Z-orbit of ./■*b)) persists under 
both forward and backward iterations of s. As we remarked at the beginning of this section 
we now have the following:
Corollary 1-24. Let /  : D —* D be a Cl+t diffeomorphism with positive topological 
entropy h(f).  Then for every base sequence b there is a set Ab C D such that some iterate 
of f  acts as a two-sided blown-up adding machine with base sequence b on Ab-
Proof. Theorem 1*21 and theorem 123. D
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Given the comments we made about topological entropy and blown-up adding ma­
chines for unimodal maps, and the description of the boundary of positive topological 
entropy for the Hénon family conjectured in [GT], it seems reasonable to conjecture that 
a C1+t diffeomorphism of the disc D  has positive topological entropy if and only if it 
has two-sided blown-up adding machines. Firstly we will show that two-sided blown-up 
adding machines themselves carry zero topological entropy.
Proposition 1-25. Let A C F be a two-sided blown-up adding machine. Then s|a has 
zero topological entropy.
Proof. By [W] theorem 7.13 (i),
h(s\a ) =  lim - lo g 0 „
n — oc n
where 6n is the number of n-tuples [f<o«i • of length n such that
|/7?. € Z : (sm(.r<b> )), =  <i, for 0 <  i <  n — l|
is non-empty. Now, lay construction of A we see that 0n„ <  ~B„,  so
h(s\\) <  lim log 2B„ =  0.
n — oo IS,,
□
We can prove similarly that the blown up adding machines in section 4 and adding 
machines themselves carry zero entropy (or we can deduce this by constructing a semi- 
conjugacy from the two-sided blown-up adding machine).
Conjecture. Let f  : D —* D be a C1+< cliffeomorphism. Then f  has positive topological 
entropy if and only if there is a set A C D on which f acts as a two-sided blown-up adding 
machine.
To prove the conjecture it would be necessary to consider the dynamics around the 
blown-up adding machine, for example, are there periodic points corresponding to trun­
cations of the base sequence as in the unimodal case (Corollary 1-19)? Theorems about
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co-existence of periodic points and about periodic points and topological entropy for maps
in two dimensions generally require the theory of braid types, see for example [BF] and
[LM]; this theory may be regarded as the two-dimensional analogue of kneading theory.
However, there are technical difficulties about extending the definition of braid types from
periodic orbits to adding machines which cause problems for this approach.
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2. Consequences of contractible geodesics on surfaces
2 1 . Introduction
In this chapter, we prove existence of an interesting set of geodesics on all Riemannian 
surfaces with boundary and with negative Euler characteristic, and draw conclusions about 
the dynamics of the geodesic flow on the unit tangent bundle generated by the Riemannian 
metric.
Our result is analogous to one of Morse [Ml] for closed surfaces, which we now recall. 
Let M  be a compact orientable C2 surface of genus g >  2 without boundary, and with a 
Riemannian metric p. Then M  has universal cover given by the Poincare disc A and a 
fundamental group G of Mobius transformations on A . There is a standard metric h on 
A of constant negative curvature given by
dr2 +  r2d02 
( 1 — » 2 )2 ’
which projects to a second metric on .1/; also the metric p lifts to a metric p on A . For 
any metric a denote by da the distance function generated by a. Geodesics of the metric 
h (‘ /¡-geodesics’ ) are arcs of circles perpendicular to the boundary dA =  S 1. Two curves 
a, ft C A  are said to be of the same type if there exists a constant R such that for each 
x € Q there exists y € 0  with dh(x,y) <  R and for each ij € j3 there exists x € a with 
dh(y,x) <  R. A class-A p-geodesic is a p-geodesic which minimises the distance dp between 
any two of its points. Morse’s theorem then states:
Theorem 2 1 . ([Ml]) Given any li-geoclesic I in A  there is a class-A p-geoclesic a of the
same type as l. Conversely, given any class-A p-geodesic there is a unique li -geodesic of 
the same type.
Hedlund ([H]) proved an analogous result for surfaces of genus 1 . Klingenberg [K] has 
also developed further theory from [Ml], with a somewhat different viewpoint. Theorem
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5-3-6 of [K] is analogous to the main theorem of [Ml] for manifolds of arbitrary dimension, 
but has weaker conclusion than our main result. In a later paper [M2], Morse showed that 
with certain conditions on the metric p (‘uniform instability’ ), there is only one class A 
p-geodesic of any given type.
We will prove a similar result for C2 Riemannian surfaces M  with metric p, of genus 
g >  0 which have s >  1 discs removed, satisfying 2g +  s >  3 and having each boundary 
component a p-geodesic.
The main lemma used in proving Morse’s theorem states that there is a uniform 
constant R such that, given an /(-geodesic segment L with endpoints p,q and a p-shortest 
curve a with the same endpoints, then a does not wander an /(-distance more than R 
from L. The proof we give of the analogous lemma for the case of a surface with geodesic 
boundary is very simple and follows from a careful choice of the covering space. Once this 
lemma is established we proceed as in [Ml] to prove the main theorem.
The theorem has the following consequences. For each metric a denote by S "M  
the unit tangent bundle over M . The metric <7 generates a C1 flow <pa =  {<p° : t € R} 
on SaM . Denote by A  C SPM  the subset of the unit tangent bundle determined by 
projections of class-A p-geodesics. and by S h M  the unit tangent bundle of M  with respect 
to the projection of the metric h onto M . Then the theorem we prove determines a 
semi-equivalence between A  and S hM.  that is. a continuous surjection 0  : A  —* S hM  and 
continuous orientation-preserving reparametrizntion r : A  x R —* R with o 0  = 0  o |_4 .
The dynamics of <t>h are known to be very complicated, for example there is positive 
topological entropy, many periodic orbits and homoclinic orbits and a Markov partition, 
see for example [S]. The semi-equivalence shows that the dynamics of <j>p on A  are at least 
as complicated. For metrics with uniform instability ([M2]), the semi-equivalence becomes 
a full equivalence (that is, 9 is a homeomorphism).
We indicate two interesting examples to which the theorem applies. Firstly we may 
apply the theorem to a torus with a simple contractible geodesic, ■), by deleting the open 
disc bounded by 7 . This is similar to the 'torus with a big bump’ results of [Ba] and [P],
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and was the motivating example for this work. Secondly, let M  be a two-sphere with three 
contractible geodesics bounding disjoint discs D\, Z>2 , D3 . Then we may apply the theorem 
to M  \(Di  U D 2 U £>3 ). See figure 1.
We proceed as follows. Firstly we will describe the elementary theory of geodesics 
and the construction of the covering space of A/. We then prove the main theorem and 
discuss the dynamical consequences. We conclude this chapter with an appendix in which 
we adapt our proof to give a new proof of Morse's theorem; that is, we adapt the proof to 
cover the case a =  0 .
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2-2. Elem entary theory of geodesics
We give a brief summary of the theory of geodesics we shall require. For more details see, 
for example, [Ba].
Let E be a complete compact manifold with C~ Riemannian metric a. Let 7  : [a, 6] —» £  
be a continuous curve, and for a <  p <  q <  b define L„(~j\p,q) to be the length of the 
curve 7  from 'y(p) to 7 (q) with respect to the metric rr. A minimal geodesic segment is a 
curve 7  : [a, 6] —► E such that, for each « <  p <  q <  b there is no curve a : [0 , 1 ] —► £  with 
a(0) =  7 (p), a (l)  =  7 (9 ) and £ CT(a ;0 . 1) <  L„(y;p,q).  A geodesic is a curve 7  : / —►£,  
where I  C R is a closed interval (we allow I =  R) such that, given any s € I  there is 
e >  0 such that 7 |[J_ <,J+ e]n/ is a minimal geodesic segment. A minimal geodesic is a curve 
7  : R —+ £  such that 7 |[a,6] is a minimal geodesic segment for any a <  b £ R.
For the surfaces we are considering, we have the three following classical results, see 
for example [Bi], [C], [K].
Lem m a 2 -2 . Given a , b £  £ , there is a shortest path a : [/_>, q\ —► £  with a(p) — a and 
a(q) =  b.
Lemma 2-3. In each noil-trivial free homotopv class, there is a closed geodesic of mini­
mum length.
Lemma 2-4. Let a , /i : [a, 6] —► £  be geodesics and suppose there exists e >  0 such that
**![«,a+<] ~  / l^[a,a+<]‘ Then o — ■!.
It is also clear that
Lemma 2-5. A geodesic a : [a, 6] —> £  is differentiable on [a, 6].
In particular, a geodesic ‘contains no corners.’
We will associate geodesics with points in the unit tangent bundle 5 " £  of £ , equipped 
with its canonical Riemannian metric. The metric <7 generates a flow <f>” =  {(/>f : t € R} 
on S^E, that is, a one-parameter group of diffeomorphisins of S'7£ . Each unit tangent 
vector determines a geodesic by lemma 2-4; the How is determined by the motion along 
this geodesic with unit speed. For <r a C2 metric, 0 "  is a C1 flow.
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We define a topology on the set of geodesics as follows. Let (7 n)ngN be a  sequence of 
geodesics. We say 7 « —> 7  if, for each x  (E S a 12 determined by the geodesic 7 , there are 
x „  € determined by the ■ )„ with x „  —► x  in the canonical metric induced by a.
2-3. Construction o f the universal cover o f M
From now on, M  will be a complete compact orientable surface with C2 Riemannian 
metric p of genus g >  0 with s >  1  open discs removed. We assume 2g +  s >  3 and 
that each boundary component is a p-geodesic. I11 this section we will describe a standard 
construction of the covering space and fundamental group of M . We start by constructing 
the covering space for a surface of genus g with s =  1 if g >  0 and a =  3 if g =  0. We then 
show how to adapt this cover to obtain a covering space for the surface M .
*1
Figure 2 (for the case g=2).
Let A  C C be the unit disc with its standard hyperbolic metric h. The /i-geodesics 
are arcs of circles which are perpendicular to the unit circle dA  [Be], Let M  have genus 
<7 > 0 and s >  1 boundary components. Suppose firstly that g >  0. Choose 4<7 disjoint 
ft-geodesics in A , labelled a%, /q , c j, d\, « 2 , Z»2 , cj, <!i, ■.. ,  a9, l>g, cg, dg in anticlockwise order.
Now choose analytic isometries S, and T, of A  for 1 =  1 , . . .  ,g, with 5 ,(a ,) =  c, and 
Ti(bi) =  di, see figure 2. (Analytic isometries /  of A  are of the form f(z) =  with |a|2 —
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Figure 3.
|c|2 =  1.) Let G be the group generated by the transformations Si, S2 , . . . ,  Sg, T\, . . . ,  Tg. 
Then G is free and A /< ?  is homeomorphic to a surface of genus g with an ‘infinite funnel,’ 
see figure 3.
Figure 4.
Suppose alternatively that g =  0 . We will describe the construction of a surface of 
genus zero with three infinite funnels. Choose four disjoint /(-geodesics in A , labelled 
a,b,c,d in anticlockwise order. Choose analytic isometries S : a —» b and T : d —* c 
as in figure 4. Let G be the group generated by S and T. Then G  is free and A / G  is 
homeomorphic to a surface of genus zero with three infinite funnels.
We now modify the appropriate model, if necessary, to create a surface of genus g 
with s infinite funnels, as follows.
3 1
Figure 5.
To increase the number of infinite funnels by one. we will introduce two new geodesics 
to our model and add to the set of generators of the group an analytic isometry mapping 
one to the other. This will be done in such a way that there will lie a boundary component 
of the surface containing at least one endpoint of the projection of each geodesic. We do 
this as follows. For the case g >  0. let D C S l be the closure of the union of the segments 
of S 1 lying between adjacent geodesics; that is. the segment from the right-hand endpoint 
of «1 to the left-hand endpoint of bi containing no other endpoints of geodesics, union the 
segment from the right-hand endpoint of b\ to the left-hand endpoint of cj, and so on up 
to the segment from the right-hand endpoint of r/a to the left-hand endpoint of a\. For the 
case g =  0 let B  C S 1 be the union of the closed segment from the right-hand endpoint of 
cl to the left-hand endpoint of a and the closed segment from the right-hand endpoint of b 
to the left-hand endpoint of c, see figure 5.
In both cases, D projects under the natural projection tt : A  —> A /G  to a single 
boundary component, and all /i-geodesics in A which are sides of fundamental regions 
have an endpoint in D.
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Now, to increase the number of funnels by one we choose a connected component B' 
of B  and disjoint /i-geodesics r,s, both having both endpoints in B ' . Let U\ be an analytic 
isometry with U\(r) =  s. Now let G  be the group generated by S i. Tj , . . . ,  Sg, Tg,U\ (G is 
again free), and remove from the set B  the segment of S 1 containing the four endpoints 
of r and s, see figure 6 . Then A / G  is a surface of genus <j with two infinite funnels, and 
again the set B  is the lift of a single boundary component containing at least one endpoint 
each of the sides of the fundamental domain.
We may now repeat this procedure to obtain the cover of a surface M x  of genus g 
with s infinite funnels. The cover has the properties that the sides of each fundamental 
domain are pairwise non-intersecting geodesics, and that they project to curves on the 
surface all of which have at least one endpoint on some fixed boundary component.
Finally, we restrict attention to a compact subset M'  C A /»  defined as follows. Given 
two adjacent sides of any fundamental domain F . r and s say, there is a unique h-geodesic 
l perpendicular to both r and s. Let D be the collection (over all fundamental domains F  
and all pairs of adjacent sides r, s ) of open half planes bounded by such geodesics / which 
intersect no sides of the fundamental domain F  other than r and a. (See figure 7.) Let
U = A \ D .
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Then U /G  is a surface M ' of genus g with s discs removed, that is, it is homeomorphic to 
the surface M . Let n : U —♦ M ' be the natural projection.
The following propostion contains the first new idea in this section and is instrumental 
in proving the important proposition 2-9.
Proposition 2 -6 . There is a diffeomorphism h : M ' —» M  such that h o ir takes sides of 
fundamental regions described above into minimal p-geodesic segments on M .
Proof. Denote by o i . . .  a 29+ * -i  C M ' the projections under 7r of the sides of the fun­
damental domains in V . Since the a, are pairwise disjoint, it is enough to show that the 
minimal p-geodesics /?,• in the same homotopy class as the a/ are also pairwise disjoint.
Suppose x G D flj for some i /  j . Let i,. 3j be segments of ¡3, and fij respectively 
with one endpoint on a common boundary component and the other endpoint at x\ Let 
ft, =  /Si \ fli, /3j =  0i \ (3j. It then follows that /f, U f' is a minimal geodesic in the same
homotopy class as ay, with a corner at x, contradicting Lemma 2-5.
Definition 2 T . A p-geodesic or -geodesic segment is of class .4 if it minimises the 
distance between any two of its points in
Lemma 2-7. Let a ^  0 be class .4 p-geodesic segments. Then the interiors of a and 
3 have at most one point of intersection. In particular, two distinct class A p-gcodesics 
intersect at most once.
Proof. (See [Ml] theorem 3.) Suppose x /  ij are points of intersection of the interiors of
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a and fi. Let the endpoints of a be p and q, (labelled so that the points p,x ,y ,q  occur in 
order along a). Let 7 1 be the segment of a from p to .r, 72 the segment of (3 from x to y 
and 73 the segment of a from y to q. Let 7  =  7 1 U 72 U7 3 . Now, since a and /? are class A, 
we have Lp(a\ x, y) =  Lp(f3; x, y) and so Lp(a; p, q) =  Lp(~p,p, q). Hence 7  is also a class A
p-geodesic. But since a ^  f3, 7  has corners at x  and y , contradicting lemma 2-5.
The following lemma will be used to establish the uniform bound of the distance 
between /¡-geodesic segments and class A p-geodesic segments with the same endpoints.
Lemma 2-8. Let L ,a  : [0,1] —♦ U have the same endpoints, where L is an h-geodesic
segment and a is a class A p-geodesic segment. Let F\........Fm be the fundamented domains
through which L passes, in order. Then the fundamental domains through which a passes 
are also, in order, F i . . . . .  F,„.
Proof. First note that neither L nor o  crosses the same side of a fundamental domain 
more than once. This is true for L as distinct /¡-geodesics intersect at most once. It is true 
for a by lemma 2-7. Since bounding geodesics of the fundamental domains are disjoint, it 
is clear that if a crosses a side a of a fundamental domain that L does not cross, it enters 
the half plane bounded by .4 not containing points of L and must thus cross a again. Hence 
the lemma is proved.
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*2-4. Properties o f Class A  /»-geodesics
We will show in this section that there is a uniform constant bounding the distance a 
class A /»-geodesic segment can wander from the /»-geodesic joining its endpoints. This is 
analogous to Lemma S of Morse [Ml] and Lemma 7.1 of Hedlund [H], We will use this fact 
in the same way as Morse and Hedlund to prove the main theorem.
We will also establish some other properties of class A /»-geodesic segments similar to 
those in [Ml] and [H]. Finally we show that any class A geodesic that is not a boundary 
component of D  is disjoint from OD.
Since we have removed finitely many open discs in the construction of our surface M,  
M  is compact. Thus we may define
d =  sup dh(x,y)
for any fundamental domain F  C U. Now we have
Proposition 2-9. Let 7  be a class A p-geodesic segment in U and let L be the h-geodesic 
segment joining its endpoints. Then
sup inf di,(x,y) < d 
yeL *€■>
and
sup inf d/,(.r. y ) <  d. 
r€->
Proof. Let x € 7 , and suppose .r € F  for some fundamental domain F . Then by lemma 
2 8 , L n F  /  0 so infw6l dh(x. y) <  d. hence
sup inf dh(x,y) <  d.
*€■> vet
Similarly,
sup inf r//,(.r. y) <  d. 
y Ç L ' t l
□
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Lemma 2-10. The set of class .A p-geoclesics is closed in the set of all p-geodesics.
Proof. (See [Ml] lemma 9.) We need to show that if are class A /»-geodesics and 
7 n —* 7  then 7  is also class A. Suppose not. Then there are points p, q € 7  and a geodesic 
segment 6 with endpoints p,q such that Lp(6) <  L^(7 ) where 7  is the segment of 7  with 
endpoints p, q. Let t — Lp('y) — Lp(6). Now, since 7  =  lim 7 „, there is a 7 „ containing 
a segment 7 „ whose endpoints r,s satisfy dp(r,p) <  e /4, dp(s,q) <  e/4 and such that 
\Lp(i„) — Lp(7 )| <  e/2. (See figure 10.) But then there is a curve a with endpoints r,s 
such that
Lp(a) <  f /4  -+- e/4 +  Lfi(6)
<  L-p(7 ) - e / 2  
^  L p ( “ t n )
contradicting the fact that 7 ,, is class A. □
Lemma 2 -1 1 . Let 7 be a p-geodesic segment of p-geodesic which is not a boundary 
component oi D. Then 7  does not intersect the boundary of D, except possibly at an 
endpoint.
Proof. Suppose otherwise. Then by lemma 2-o. 7 would meet a boundary component of 
D tangentially. But this contradicts lemma 2-4. CD
2-5. P roof o f the main theorem
Now we have established lemma 2-9, we may proceed with the proof of the main theorem 
in essentially the same way as Morse. We remark that by lemma 2-11, we may assume all 
geodesics we are interested in lie in the interior of U.
Theorem 2-12. Given any h-geodesic in U there is a class A p-geodesic of the same 
type. Conversely, given any class A p-geodesic which extends infinitely in both directions, 
there is a unique h-geodesic o f the same type.
Proof. Let L be an /(-geodesic in U . Let . . . .  P - 2 , P - 1 , P(), P\, P2 , ■.. be successive points 
on L with dh(P„,P0) —+ 00 as |»| —> 00 . Choose a class A p-geodesic segment 7 „ with 
endpoints P - „  and P„. By lemma 2-9 there is a point Q„ € 7,1 with dk(Qn, Pq) <  d. 
Let xn G S<*(U) be determined by Q„ and the geodesic 7 ,,. All the xn lie in S?{z  € U : 
dh(z,Po) <  d} which is compact; hence they have a limit point x. Let 7  be the geodesic 
determined by x. Now 7  is class A by lemma 2'10. and
sup inf di,(z.y) <  d
jg-y y € L
by lemma 2-9, so 7  is the same type as L.
To prove the converse, let 7 be a class A geodesic extending infinitely in both direc­
tions. Let . . .  P-\, P0, P\, . . .  be successive points on 7  with di,(P„, Po) —♦ 00 as |n| —♦ 00. 
Let L„ be the h-geodesic segment with endpoints P - „ .P „ .  By lemma 2-9 there is a point 
Q„ £ L„ with dk(Q„ ,P0) <  d. As before, define x„ € S 1'A  by Q„  and the /(-geodesic L„ 
and let x be a limit point of the x„.  Let L be the /(-geodesic defined by x. Again L is of 
the same type as 7  since all the L„ are. Since L is of the same type as 7 and 7  € U, we 
must have L € U. To see uniqueness, note that any two /(-geodesics of the same type are 
equal. Q
We now show how to construct the semiequivalence (O, r) between the set A  and the 
set ShM.  Recall that A  C S^M  is the set of unit tangent vectors which correspond to 
projections of class A p-geodesics. Let A  C S''U be the set of unit tangent vectors to U
which correspond to class A p-geodesics. Denote by A the natural projection A : S^U —► U 
and by p the natural projection p : S hU —+ U. Fix some fundamental domain F  € U whose 
boundary is formed from a finite number of simultaneously class A p-geodesic segments 
and /¡-geodesic segments. Let .r € A  with A(.r) £ OF and suppose that A(<f>?(x)) £ F  for 
t small and positive (that is, x represents a vector on the boundary of F  pointing into F,  
and corresponding to a class A p-geodesic). Let y £ A  have A(y) £ OF, </>f(y) £  F  for 
t > 0 and y in the forward orbit of x under o'' (that is, y represents the vector above the 
boundary of F  pointing out of F.  and along the same geodesic as x). Let 7  be the class 
A p-geodesic defined by a- and y, and let L be the /¡-geodesic of the same type as 7 . Let 
p,q G ShU satisfy p(p),p(q) G dF  CI L, p(<p?(p)),p(0*<(i)) G F  for t small and positive 
(that is, p and q are the entry and exit vectors of L in the fundamental domain F).  Define 
6(x) =  p, S(y) =  q and define 0 on points of the flow from x to y by linear interpolation 
along the geodesic segment, that is, suppose r € A  with A(c) £ F  C\ 7 , and 5 in the orbit 
of x and y. There is r € S''U  with p( r ) £ L f) F. r in the orbit of p and q, and
dh(p(p)-p(r)) _  (/,,(A(.i'), A(r))
(k(p(p).piq)) dp( A(a-), A(y))'
Then let 0(z) =  r. We extend the definition of 0 to the whole of A  by translation by the 
group elements g £ G.
The linear interpolation induces a reparametrization r : A  x R —  R, by
r ( 0 ) =  0 for all c € A.
dr _  dp( A(.r), A(y)) 
dt dh(p(p),p(q))'  aiK
we extend the definition of r to the whole of A  x R by translation by the group elements 
9 G G and addition of the changes in r across each copy gF  of the fundamental domain. 
Now we have:
Proposition 2-13. 0 : A  —» S hU is a ccmtiimous surjection and induces a map 0  : A  —* 
ShM. t is continuous and
0 f o 0  =  0 o < |  A.
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Proof. Surjectivity of 9 follows from theorem 2-12. We will show continuity. Let x„ € A  
and suppose x„ —+ x. Then x € A  by lemma 2T0. Let 7 „ be the class A p-geodesic 
corresponding to xn, 7  the class A p-geodesic corresponding to x. L„ the /»-geodesic of the 
same type as 7 ,, and L the /»-geodesic of the same type as 7 . For each curve a denote by 
a the segment a fl F. It is clear that the L„ accumulate on L. the 7 „ on 7  and that the 
lengths of the segments converge: L,5(7 ») —» L/j(7 ) and Lh(L„) —* Li,(L). Thus we have
lim 9(x„ ) =  9(x)
n — 00
for x in the interior of any fundamental domain. To see continuity of 0 across the boundaries 
of the fundamental domains, it is enough to observe that for g € G. 7 is of the same type 
as L if and only if g7  is of the same type as gL. The same argument gives continuity of 
r(z,i) with respect to z. Continuity of r with respect to / is immediate.
That 9 projects to a well defined map 0  : A  —* ShM  follows from the facts that, for 
any g £ G, the metrics p and /» are invariant under g and the class A /»-geodesic 7  is of 
the same type as the /»-geodesic L is and only if <77 is of the same type as gL. The final 
statement of the theorem is immediate. CD
Given any surface 31 of genus g and with s >  1  geodesic boundary components (2g+s  >  
3) and Riemannian metric a, there is a continuous dynamical system generated on 5"3] 
defined by flow along the geodesics. We have shown that amongst all Riemannian metrics a 
on E, the metrics of constant negative curvature generate the simplest dynamics. However, 
the dynamics generated by a met ric of constant negative curvature are already complicated; 
there is a section of the flow on which the dynamics are essentially the same as that of a 
subshift of finite type, [S]. Hence we see that the dynamics generated by any Riemannian 
metric on such a surface are complicated.
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Figure 9 (for the c;ise g=2).
Appendix: A  New P roof of M orse ’s Theorem
In this appendix we will adapt our method of proof to obtain a new proof of the main 
lemma used in proving Morse’s theorem ([Ml] lemma S).
Let M  be a compact surface of genus g >  2 without boundary. We use Koebe’s 
construction [BS] which defines a universal cover which has the desired properties. The 
free homotopy classes in which lie the curves along which the surface is cut (that is, 
projections of the boundaries of the fundamental regions in the universal cover A ) are 
shown in figure 8 . We choose the curves to be minimal /»-geodesics in their free homotopy 
class by lemma 2-3. This implies, by lemma 2-7. that each curve intersects each other curve 
at most once. Hence, by the choice of free homotopy classes, the numbers of intersections 
are precisely as indicated in figure 8 . The covering space is shown in figure 9 (for the case 
9 — 2); each fundamental domain is a (8g — 4)-gon. Let G be the group of transformations
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with A / G  — M.
Since each cutting curve on M  is a periodic curve intersecting at most two other 
cutting curves, each h-geodesic containing a side of a fundamental domain is a p-geodesic 
intersecting only its two immediate neighbours. These curves are periodic, that is, for 
each such geodesic a, there is y G G with ya =  a. We firstly show that these are class A 
p-geodesics.
Lemma 2 1 4 .  Let 7  be a p-geodesic of period y k which projects onto the shortest closed 
p-geodesic in its homotopy class. Then 7  has period y.
Proof. First observe that 7  minimises the distance between any point p G 7  and y kp; also 
that 7  has endpoints on S 1 which are fixed points of y.
Suppose yp £  7 . We will call the half plane bounded by 7 which contains points on 
the right of 7  when proceeding from some point <7 to y kq the positive side of 7 , the other 
half plane bounded by 7  will be the negative side of 7 . Suppose yp lies in the positive 
side of 7  (the case for the negative side is identical). Consider now the p-geodesics y '7  for 
i =  0 , . . . ,  k — 1. For each 1 , the point </,+1p lies on the positive side of y'~f. It follows that 
some geodesic yJy intersects 7 twice between two points q.ykq € 7 . This contradicts the 
minimality of 7  and y17 . Hence y'p G 7 for each i. Now we have that p, yp € 7 0  3 7 , so by 
the same argument 7  =  <7 7 . Q
Lemma 2-15. Let 7 be a p-geodesic of period y € G which projects onto the shortest 
closed p-geodesic in the appropriate honiotopv class. Then 7 is a class .4 p-geodesic.
Proof. Suppose not. Then there are points p.y  € 7  and a curve a such that Lj>(a; p,q) <  
Lp(l/\p,q). Let k• be the smallest positive integer such that there is p € 7  with p, q lying 
in the interior of the segment of 7 with enpoints p and y kp. By minimality of the curve, 
k' >  1 . Now let L =  Lp(^\p, yp). Then Lp('i:p.ykp) =  kL. Now the curve consisting of 
the segment of 7  from p to p. the segment of o from p to q. and the segment of 7  from 
q to f/p , has length less than kL. Now let j  be the shortest curve in A  joining points r 
and y k v for some v. Then /.I has length less than kL. Clearly the curve consisting of 0  and
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all its images under <7" ,  n € Z is periodic and is a geodesic (if it contains corners at gnr, 
then there is a shorter curve with the given properties). But by lemma 2-14, the curve 
so generated by f3 has period <7, and so there is a curve of period <7 which projects onto a 
curve on M  of length less than that of the projection of 7 , contradicting the minimality of
7- □
Hence we see that each class A p-geodesic different from a boundary geodesic of the 
fundamental domains intersects any given boundary of the fundamental domains at most 
once.
The next lemma is analogous to lemma 2-S, but slightly weaker.
Lemma 2-16. Let 7 be a class A p-geoclesic segment and let L be the h-geodesic with 
the same endpoints. Let L pass through a fundamental domain F . Then 7  either passes 
through F  or passes through a fundamental domain touching F  at a vertex. Conversely, 
let 7  pass through a fundamental domain F '. Then L either passes through F' or passes 
through a fundamental domain touching F' at a vertex.
Proof. Suppose L passes through F. If either endpoint of L is in F . then we are done. 
Suppose then that no endpoints of L are in F.
Figure 10.
Suppose firstly that L intersects two sides ti.li of F  which are not adjacent. Then 7  
must also intersect the /»-geodesics containing each of these sides. Since these /»-geodesics 
are disjoint, if 7  fl F  =  0 then 7  must intersect it geodesic containing a side of F  lying
4G
between a and b at least twice. See figure 10. We have just shown this is impossible, so 
7 D F ^  0 .
F
L
Figure 11.
Now suppose L intersects two adjacent sides a. b of F . Denote by F ” the fundamental 
domain which meets F  only at the vertex of a and b. Again. * must intersect the /t-geodesics 
containing a and b. Suppose 7  does so in the same order as L , then clearly 7  (1 F  /  0. 
Suppose 7  intersects a and b in the opposite order to L. then we have 7  ft F "  ^  0. See 
figure 1 1 .
The proof of the converse is similar. (The only property we have used of the geodesic 
7  is that it does not intersect any boundary of a fundamental domain more than once. 
Since boundaries of fundamental domains are /»-geodesics the same is true for L, so the 
roles of 7  and L in this lemma are interchangeable.) □
Lemma 2 1 7 .  (See [Ml] It *22222222 8.) Let
d =  sup hk(x,y)
fot any fundamental domain F. Let 7 . L be as in lemma 2-10. Then
sup inf f/A(.r, ij) < 2d
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Proof. This is immediate from lemma 2-1G. □
Having established lemma 2T7. we may proceed in the same manner as Morse [Ml] 
to prove theorem 2 T, as in theorem 2 *1 2 .
To establish the semiequivalence 0 similar to that in theorem 2-13, we need to exercise 
a little more care. We proceed as follows. As before, let A  C SpA  be the set of unit 
tangent vectors corresponding to class A p-geoclesics. Fix some fundamental domain F . 
Suppose .r € A  satisfies:
(i) A(x) € dF,
(ii) \(<j>p(x)) € F  for t small and positive, and
(iii) if .r corresponds to a class A p-geodesic 7  and L is the /»-geodesic of the same type as 
7 , then I f l  F  ^  0.
Then let r € S1' A  be the unit tangent vector corresponding to the /(-geodesic L 
satisfying p(r) € dF  and /<(©('(' )) € F  for / small and positive, and define 9(x) =  r. Now 
suppose y € A  is in the forward orbit of .r and is the first such vector satisfying A(¡/) € dF'  
for some fundamental domain F' ^  F  with F' C\ L ^  0. Let s be the first vector in the 
forward orbit of r with p(s) € dF' . Then define 0(y) =  s, and use linear interpolation 
along 7 from x to y to define on vectors in A  representing the segment of 7  from x to y.
This defines a continuous surjection from 4^ to S1' A which, after the corresponding 
time reparametrization. commutes with the How, hence a semiequivalence between the flow 
generated by class A p-geodesics and that generated by /(-geodesics on the surface A/.
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